
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sport In The Box 2: Multisport 

  

TOP FEATURES 
• Supports: Handball, Basket, Football, Ice 

hockey, Volleyball, Tennis, Floorball, 

Rugby, American Football 

• Connects to Saturn console 

• Multiple databases for different sports in 

the same arena 

• Output windows in any size and position 

on desktop removes the need for a scaler 

Production and playout system for sport  
Sport In The Box is a powerful production and playout 

system for sport that lets the user create engaging live 

content and output it to videoboards, in-house tv systems 

and streaming.  

It handles playout of stored images and videos, live video 

inputs, replays and graphics, both full screen scoreboards 

and overlays for TV. With great flexibility Sport In The Box 

can output almost any format and resolution to adapt with 

custom video screens, making it the ideal solution for both 

smaller clubs and larger arenas. 

Sport In The Box can have multiple live video inputs with 

SDI,HDMI or NDI and the output windows can be placed in 

any size and position on the desktop to adapt to the LED-

screens used, removing the need for a video scaler. 

Sports 
Sport In The Box has a team interface where teams are managed 

and saved.  Each team with name, logo and player lineup with 

names, numbers, pictures and positions can be entered. 

Together with the live data from a connected match controller, 

Sport In The Box can display scoreboards, player presentations, 

team lineup and penalties at the click of a single button.  

Sport In The Box currently has supports for: Handball, Basket, 

Football, Ice hockey, Volleyball, Tennis, Floorball, Rugby, 

American Football.  

 

 Sport In The Box Interface 

 Sport In The Box Laptop & Rack Mount Computer 



 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Graphics 
Sport In The Box comes with different graphics 

templates depending on sport. Overlays for use on video 

and fullscreen versions for scoreboards. Templates can 

be customized with the users choice of colors.  

Custom graphics can be implemented upon request. 

Sport In The Box can have multiple screen controllers that 

render different content at the same time. This can be used 

to control multiple screens, or used to divide one screen into 

separate parts. In the example, a football video board has 

been divided into 3 parts, one part for live video in 16:9 

format, one banner for advertising and finally one part with 

a custom scoreboard template. Together with combined 

output layouts, it is possible to make animated switches 

between different layouts, for example bringing the live 

video to fullscreen. 

Type  Sport In The Box FULL Sport In The Box LIGHT 

Sports Supported  All availible sports 1 

Number of Screencontrollers  Unlimited 1 

Combined Output  YES NO 

Templates for Scoreboard  YES YES 

Templates for TV  YES YES 

KEY & FILL Output (SDI/NDI)  YES* NO 

Sport In The Box Version Comparison (*Requires Compatible Hardware)

 


